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ABSTRACT

Proliferation and advances in digital cameras encourage people to take many photos. However, the number of photos that
people can access is increasing exponentially. Good quality photo selection is becoming burdensome. In this paper, we propose
a novel method to evaluate photo quality considering DoF (Depth of Field) based on a focusing map. The focusing map is a
form of saliency map classified into four levels based on the spatial distribution of Canny edges. We implemented it in a CUDA
environment to improve the speed of focusing map generation. In order to evaluate our method, we tested our feature on the
four classified 206 photos; then, we compare our method to a photo set manually classified by a user. The proposed measure
efficiently assesses the photos with DoF. Especially, the expert group who used DSLR camera agreed that our photo assessment
measure is useful.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Generally, high quality photos satisfy three principles:
1) a clear topic, 2) a focus of attention on the subject,
and 3) the removal of objects that distract attention from
the subject [4]. DSLR camera users control the camera
parameters, for example, aperture and shutter speed, to
take good quality photos. The assessment of these pho-
tos depends on how to arrange and present photo sub-
ject clearly. In the case of DoF photos,it is very easy to
know which object is its subject due to the their out-of-
focussed background region. Therefore, it is important
for DSLR camera users to evaluate DoF features in se-
lecting good quality photos. In this paper, we define
high quality photos as those that have shallow DoF fea-
tures. Figure 1 shows the characteristics of good quality
photo with DoF. The deep DoF photo is insufficient for
a good quality photo, since its topic (the book) in Figure
1 (a) is not presented clearly (The region of the book is
blurred).

Most studies related to good quality photo evaluation
proposed combined measures of contrast, blur, and hue
count to evaluate image degradation caused by noise,
distortion, and compression artifacts. These studies are
efficient in distinguishing defective (i.e. blurred) pho-
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Figure 1: Examples of good quality photos considering dif-
ference in DoF. (a) A deep DoF photo. (b) A shallow DoF
photo.

tos [2, 6]. In contrast to these works, we proposed a
DoF measure based on the focusing map. The focusing
map is a form of saliency map with four classification
levels based on the spatial distribution of Canny edges.
We calculated the total weight of all Canny edge pix-
els allocating four weight values corresponding to the
focusing level.

2 RELATED WORK
Photo assessment studies measure color contrast and
blur caused by camera shaking, overexposure and mis-
configured camera settings. Recent studies deal with
visual features in photography more importantly than
ever before. Ke et al. designs high level image fea-
tures to measure perceptual differences [2], consider-
ing the spatial distribution of edges, color distribution,
hue count, blur and contrast. They combined these fea-
tures using Bayes rules. Datta summarized 56 features
to consider aesthetics in photography [1]. These classi-
fiers are built using support vector machines and clas-
sification trees. That work focuses on the relationship
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between emotions that pictures arouse in people, and
their low-level content. Sun et al. proposed the RFA
(Rate of Focused Attention) measurement based on a
saliency map of computational visual attention model
to consider human visual systems for photo assessment
[5]. This model simulates the attention mechanism of a
human visual system, most of which use a saliency map
or a conspicuous map to describe how salient (interest-
ing) a location in the visual field is. All these recent
studies tried to find optimized visual features to mimic
human perception in photo assessment.

Luo et al. designed a composition that depicts the
organization of all graphical elements within a photo
for professional photos [4]. They use a log-likelihood
of derivatives with a blurring kernel of size k × k (1 ≤
k ≤ 50) to extract the subject region and to search the
interest region of photos.

3 DEPTH OF FIELD PHOTO EVALUA-
TION

Figure 2 depicts the framework of our method. It is im-
portant how a human detects a recognizable region in a
photo. We first extract the Canny edge from the blurred
photo to compute the focusing map to achieve this. The
focusing map estimates the visual attention regions of
a photo which consists of four regions. These visual
regions are classified according to the count of Canny
edge pixels in a designated mask. Then, we can calcu-
late the score of the DoF photo comparing all extracted
Canny edge pixels with the focusing map pixels.

Figure 2: Framework of the proposed method.

3.1 Focusing Map Generation

Most studies use a saliency map to estimate the visual
attention region, since it describes how salient a loca-
tion in the image is. We used a similar concept of a
saliency map [5]. However, we divide the photo re-
gions into four classified pixel sets based on their in-
tensity, Rk (k ⊆ {r,o,y,w}, each element depicting red,
orange, yellow and white, respectively). These four lev-
els are determined by the number of Canny edge pixels
in a designated mask, m. Since Canny edge extraction
considers the direction of pixels variation and double
thresholds, human recognizable edges are extracted by
using Canny edge detection algorithm. The description
of the proposed focusing map generation is as follows.
First, we apply the blur (Gaussian Filter) and Canny
edge filter to the original images. This is to find the
recognizable edge pixels. Then, we calculate the fo-
cusing value based on the count of Canny edge pixels
in the designated mask (m) at each pixel. The mask
size is

√

(w+h)/2, where w and h are the photo width
and height, respectively. Third, in order to prevent the
sequential Canny edge pixel counting from left top to
right bottom image, all pixels in the focusing map are
randomly shuffled. Then, they are sorted in the pixel
value of the focusing map order. Finally, the sorted
pixels are separated into four pixel groups (Rr, Ro, Ry,
and Rw) whose sizes are 12.5%, 12.5%, 25%, and 50%,
of the total number of pixels, respectively. These four
pixel groups is determined by a naive experiment to be
able to evaluate DoF photos in our 206 photo sets. This
experiment is to maximize F-score of Section 4 Exper-
iment. Note that each pixel on the image are divided
into four pixel groups in the designated ratios. The role
of these designated pixel subsets is to estimate which
regions are focused in the entire image.

Let us explain an example of focusing map genera-
tion, as shown in Figure 3. We assumed the mask size is
3 × 3. Figure 3 (a) shows the extracted Canny edge pix-
els. We execute the mask operation every photo pixel to
calculate the number of Canny edge pixels in the 3×3
mask. Thus, we can obtain the focusing map, as shown
in Figure 3 (b).

Figure 3: Example of the proposed focusing map.2
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The proposed focusing map is simple to implement.
However, it has many iterative mask operations to scan
all the pixels in a photo. Assume that we have a 1024 ×
768 resolution photo, whose mask size is 100 × 100.
It will need 7,864,320,000 pixel traverse operations
(a time-consuming task). We applied CUDA (Com-
pute Unified Device Architecture) to implement this
procedure to improve the speed of focusing map gen-
eration. This GPU implementation improves system
performance more than approximately 15 ∼ 20 times
compared to CPU implementation. For example, the
CPU implementation took about 33 s on average for
the 1,024 × 768 resolution photos described in Table 1.
With GPU implementation, it took approximately 1.9
sec on average.

3.2 Shallow and Deep Depth of Field Pho-
tos

Most professional photographers intentionally create a
blurred area in the background region with a shallow
DoF [3]. Therefore, a well-taken photo has a high pos-
sibility of having an intensive concentration of edges on
an interesting object or region. We use the Canny edge
detection algorithm to extract the human recognizable
edges. The Canny edge considers the direction of pixel
variation and double thresholds. We extract human rec-
ognizable edges from photos more readily than from
other edge extraction methods. The main idea of our
DoF photo assessment method is how to consider if the
edges extracted from a photo image are in the in-focus
or out-of-focus region. If edge pixels can be obtained
from the in-focus region but no edge pixels can be ob-
tained from the out-of-focus region, simultaneously, the
photo is a shallow DoF photo. Figure 4 shows the pro-
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Figure 4: DoF evaluation example. We compute the num-
ber of the Canny edge pixels in the mask corresponding to the
level of the focusing map. The weight values of the focusing
map, wr, wo, wy, and ww are 5,1,-1,-5, respectively. The nega-
tive weights on the yellow and white regions are false-positive
pixels, since they represent the unfocused region.

cess of the DoF quality evaluation method to consider
an edge distribution that depicts the level of focus. We
compute the number of the Canny edge pixels in the

mask m corresponding to the level of the focusing map.
The weight values for focusing map, wr, wo, wy, and
ww are 5, 1, -1, -5, respectively. Our proposed focusing
value f (p) for each pixel p is defined by :

f (p) = ∑
np∈m

pixels(Canny(np))
|dist(p,np)|

, (1)

where dist(pi, p j) means the Manhattan distance be-
tween two pixels, pi and p j. Canny() depicts the pixel
sets extracted from Canny edge detection algorithm.
Note that we assume the red (Rr) and orange region (Ro)
is in-focus, whilst the other regions are out-of-focus.
The other regions contain information that is less im-
portant than Rr and Ro, since there are less edge pixels.
However, we also need the other regions (Ry, Rw) to de-
termine the false-positive case, as shown in Figure 4.
Finally, we calculate the total score of the edge pixels
according to the level of focus by :

Ed(P) = ∑
p∈P

(wk(p) · f (p))/pixels(ec(P)), (2)

where ec, pixels(I) and wk(p) are the extracted edge
pixels using Canny edge detection, the number of pix-
els stored in region I and the weights according to the
focusing level, respectively. Figure 5 shows the result
of our DoF assessment. You can see that the focused
regions (Rr and Ro) are becoming clustered on the cen-
tral area (near the rabbit objects) from left to right in the
sequence .

4 EXPERIMENTS
We invited twelve digital camera users, divided into two
groups based on their photo taking ability. The begin-
ner group, G1, consists of four camera users who can
take pictures using their compact digital camera con-
trolling the embedded camera modes, for example, M
(Manual), A (auto Aperture), S (auto Shutter speed)
and P (all Programmed) modes. The expert group G2
of six users could control the detailed camera parame-
ters, such as aperture, shutter speed, and ISO. They also
have sufficient experience, shotting pictures using their
DSLR cameras for more than two years.

We collected 206 photos from five categories, as de-
scribed in Table 1. The general photo sets A and B con-
sist of random shots of photos taken, while in motion
(A), and still photos (B). Several experiment condi-
tions were controlled for the experimental photo sets.
We used DSLR cameras, controlling camera parame-
ters, such as aperture and shutter speed, to shoot photo
set C. The camera was shaken when we took photos for
the final photo set, D.

The participants in our user study were asked to con-
struct three photo sets according to the photo quality.
The input photo sets used in this experiment were 30
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Figure 5: Evaluation results of contrast and DoF features. Experimental photos (C, D, and E in Table 1) for DoF. We took
these photos controlling shutter speed and aperture parameters. The focus regions become clustered on the central object from
left to right.

Purpose
Sets Taken method ♯ of photos(♯ of photos)

General photos A traveling 69
(100) B still shots 31

Experimental C DoF 60
photos (106) D shaking photos 46

Table 1: Input photo sets used in this experiment.

randomly selected from each of the shuffled input photo
sets.

We calculate the average precision, and recall, as de-
scribed in Table 2, to compare our classification result
to those classified manually by the users. Precision and
recall are two widely used metrics for evaluating the
correctness of a pattern recognition algorithm. When
using precision and recall, the set of possible labels for a
given instance is divided into two subsets, one of which
is considered “relevant" for the purposes of the metric.
Recall is then computed as the fraction of correct in-
stances among all instances that actually belong to the
relevant subset, while precision is the fraction of correct
instances among those that the algorithm believes to be-
long to the relevant subset. A measure that combines
precision and recall is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall. Since F-score is the measure recall and pre-
cision are evenly weighted, it means the reliability of
their experiment. The proposed measure efficiently as-
sesses DoF (its precision and recall exceed 0.82). Es-
pecially, the expert group agreed that our photo assess-
ment measure is useful in evaluating the professional
photos. However, since the beginner group, G1, prefers
the high contrast photos, their experiment results (pre-
cision and recall) are somewhat poor (both values are
less than 0.87).

User
eval. precision recall

F-scoreclass avg. std. avg. std.

G1
upper 0.75 0.12 0.88 0.14 0.81
middle 0.77 0.14 0.82 0.07 0.79
lower 0.87 0.07 0.87 0.08 0.87

G2
upper 0.86 0.08 0.85 0.09 0.85
middle 0.85 0.10 0.89 0.07 0.87
lower 0.84 0.06 0.85 0.05 0.84

avg. score 0.82 0.11 0.87 0.10 0.84

Table 2: Photo quality assessment. The photo sets used are
described in Table 1. We investigate precision and recall with
their manual operation outcome to evaluate our metrics.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel method to assess
photo quality based on a focusing map. The focussing
map is a form of a saliency map that is classified by
Canny edge distribution. Its goal is to simulate the at-
tention mechanism of a human visual system. This is
simple to implement. It is implemented in CUDA to de-
crease the time required for image processing for a large
resolution. We also conducted an experiment based on
the precision, recall and F-score, with four photo sets
(206 photos) to compare our performance with a user’s
manual evaluation. The experiment shows the proposed
measure perform well compared to manual user evalu-
ation (The precision and recall exceed 0.8). Especially,
the expert group agreed that our photo assessment met-
rics are useful to evaluate each photo.

In this paper, we considered only one criteria to as-
sess the Depth of Field. However, it is insufficient to as-
sess general photos, since there are many features to be
considered (for example, blur, contrast and exposure).
Measurements developed for other features would need
a combination method for multiple features, for exam-
ple, Ke’s naive Bayes classifier [2]. This method en-
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ables various metrics that are dependent on each other.
Therefore, we propose the development of further met-
rics for photo quality evaluation (for example, blur and
contrast) and a combination method to integrate these
metrics naturally. In this paper, we conducted on naive
experiment to find the four classified levels of four fo-
cusing region, Rr, ...,Rw. Although, we deduced it from
a naive experimental result, it is also important to find
the scientific reason of the four classified level ratio.
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